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the general public, and should be read only in the context of the document as a whole. This 

document does not provide legal or policy advice but rather a statement of known 
information about Manx territorial waters. 

 
The mapping detail contained in this document is subject to the limitations of scale and 

depiction of any feature, does not denote or infer right of way and no claim is made for the 

definitive nature of any feature shown on the mapping. New marine datasets created for the 
project have not been subject to formal verification. 

 
 

Copyright: 
All mapping, overlay data and intellectual property in this publication are subject to the 

following copyright:  

 
Charts: © Crown Copyright, Department of Infrastructure, Isle of Man. 2012. 

 
United Kingdom Hydrographic Office admiralty charts: © SeaZone Solutions Ltd. Licence no. 

2005, [GDDI/10 & 012011.006]. © British Crown Copyright, 2005.  

 
NOT TO BE USED FOR NAVIGATION 

Reproduction of the maps in any form is prohibited without prior permission from the 
publishers. 
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Coastal and Offshore 
Geology  

 
 

 

Introduction 
 
This chapter provides an initial baseline description of Manx geological and 

geomorphology knowledge for the Isle of Man coast and offshore waters derived 

from a desk-based study. For the offshore area of Manx waters (out to 12 nautical 

miles), the reader is directed towards two broad scale reports by the British 

Geological Survey for Manx Waters and the wider Irish Sea.  

 

A written description of the current coastal knowledge is presented with reference to 

peer-reviewed scientific publications and areas recognised to be of significant 

geological conservation value are identified. Further baseline information is 

presented in MMEA Chapter 3.3 (Subtidal Ecology) and MMEA Chapter 2.1 (Physical 

Environment – Hydrology, Weather and Climate, Climatology).  

 

Future marine and coastal development will have effects on geology and 

geomorphological features of the area and therefore a broad initial assessment of 

potential effects are presented with a few recommendations to mitigate against 

adverse effects. Suggestions to address current gaps in knowledge and to improve 

access to local resources are also made.  

 

The text regarding effects and mitigation aspects is not currently comprehensive 

since the nature of future development for Manx waters and the coast is currently 

unknown. In addition, this first report does not replace existing requirements for 

appropriate site specific information to be brought together, to ensure marine 

management decisions are based on the best available local information. 

 

In summary the chapter contains: 

 A written review of coastal areas of geological and geomorpholocal interest. 

 Links to broad resources for offshore information. 

 Initial broad scale maps of sediment, seabed forms and solid geology 

distribution from British Geological Survey. 

 Links to other chapters for Coastal Processes, Subtidal Ecology, and Climate 

Change. 

 Identification of data and knowledge gaps. 

 Effects and mitigation. 
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Background 
 

The Isle of Man’s coastline presents impressive geological and geomorphological 

exposures, studied by generations of scientists and very much part of the 

development of the Island’s industrial and cultural heritage. Access to many of these 

features via the coastal path (the Raad Ny Foillan) enables public appreciation of the 

huge forces at work in the formation of the Island’s landscape. The taller sea cliffs 

provide safe nest sites for colonies of breeding seabirds and soils derived from the 

coastal rock formations and their covering of glacial drift help shape coastal wildlife 

communities. 

 

It is important in any consideration of potential coastal or marine development that 

the considerable geodiversity of the Isle of Man is recognised and respected. The 

following chapter is intended to set the context for any environmental impact 

assessments that may be required as part of future consultation exercises. 

 

 

Baseline  
 

South of the escarpment that marks the boundary of the periglacial deposits of the 

northern plain, the Isle of Man is underlain by Palaeozoic rocks, the oldest of which, 

the Manx Group, dominates the solid geology of the land mass and extend one to 

ten kilometres out from the north-west, south-west and whole of the east coast. 

Previously known as ‘Manx slate’, the Manx Group consists of sequences of 

sandstone, siltstone and mudstone originating in the late Tremadoc and all through 

the Arenig epochs of the Ordovician period 490 - 470 million years ago. At that time, 

deep-water marine sediments were being deposited along the northern edge of 

Avalonia, a ‘micro-continent’ lying close to the south polar continent of Gondwana. 

Mixed sediments eroded from the Avalonian landmass were periodically transported 

downslope in turbidity currents generated by underwater avalanches and 

subsequently settled out in fans of differentiated strata according to the distance 

from source.  

 

Probably between 1,000 and 3,000 metres thick, the Manx Group is the regional 

equivalent of the Skiddaw Group in north-west England and the Ribband Group in 

south-east Ireland (Chadwick et al. 2001). Though much faulted, the general trend is 

for tilting towards the north-west, resulting in the rocks younging from east to west. 

 

Until the 1990s, the Manx Group was thought to form the whole of the west coast 

south of Peel. However, graptolites found in 1997 confirmed the suspicions of 

geologists that the coast between Niarbyl and Peel was formed of much younger 

rocks than those of the Manx Group and in fact originated in the Wenlock epoch of 

the Silurian Period (428 – 423 million years ago) (Morris et al. 1999). Named the  
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Dalby Group, these rocks are also the product of turbidity currents, but generated by 

marine avalanches from the equatorial continent of Laurentia. Separating Laurentia 

and Avalonia was the Iapetus Ocean which gradually became smaller and smaller as 

tectonic forces moved the continental plates towards each other. By the time the 

Dalby Group was deposited, the two landmasses were probably separated by only a 

few hundred kilometres. At around 410 million years ago in the Devonian period, 

they collided and the Iapetus Ocean was extinguished. The ‘join’ is at the Iapetus 

suture which lies under the sea and close to the north-west coast of the Isle of Man. 

Thus rocks exposed on the coast at Niarbyl represent two different continents once 

separated by thousands of kilometres of ocean. As the two plates pushed against 

one another, crustal movement crumpled the rocks, forming the Caledonian 

mountain chain which extended across North America to Scandinavia. The eroded 

remnants of this chain form the uplands of the Isle of Man today. In a regional 

context, the Dalby Group is the equivalent of the mid-Silurian part of the 

Windermere Group in north-west England and the Riccarton Group in southern 

Scotland (Chadwick et al. 2001) 

 

On the west side of the Island, red sandstones and conglomerates of Devonian age 

(Crowley et al. 2009) underlie the town of Peel, its immediate area and the seabed 

for a short distance offshore to the north, where they may be as much as 2,000 

metres thick (Quirk and Thomas 2006). The deposits are called the Peel Sandstone 

Group and represent a terrestrial semi-arid environment lying about 30 degrees 

south of the equator. Seasonal floods transported and dumped sediment eroded 

from rocks in the Caledonian mountain belt. Most of the available exposures are 

along the coast between Peel Bay and Will’s Strand about two kilometres to the 

north east. 

 

In the south, the fault limited Carboniferous limestones around Castletown are an 

onshore extension of the Eubonia Basin which formed to the south and south east of 

the Isle of Man. Together with other fault-bounded basins; the Lagman Basin to the 

east, the Solway basin to the north-east and the Peel Basin to the west, these 

structures formed as a result of rifting in the crust as the super-continent of Pangaea 

started to pull apart in the early Carboniferous. The subsidence which followed 

produced basins in which sediment accumulated. At the time (about 330 million 

years ago), the Isle of Man portion of Pangaea was situated close to the equator and 

under relatively shallow warm seawater. This provided the conditions favourable for 

deposition of the organically derived sediment which eventually formed limestone.  

 

The onshore Castletown limestones are Early Carboniferous (Dinantian) in age. The 

oldest unit is the Langness Conglomerate which originated on land. Subsequent 

deposits formed underwater and the resultant limestone thickens towards the fault 

boundary to the north-west. Offshore, Upper Carboniferous strata are detected 

which consist more of organic-rich material sourcing the oil and gas currently 

extracted in the eastern Irish Sea. They are overlain by Permo-Triassic sandstones, 

mudstones and evaporites, including the Mercia Mudstone Group which is important 
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in trapping hydrocarbons in reservoirs in the rocks. Although exploration for oil and 

gas has taken place within Manx waters, no potential sources have to date been 

found here. See MMEA Chapter 6.3 (Energy, Mines and Minerals) for further 

information on previous oil and gas exploration within Manx waters.  

 

Rifting in the early Carboniferous was accompanied by volcanic activity, the evidence 
for which can be seen along the south coast of the Island between Scarlett Point and 
Close Ny Chollagh to the west. The features visible indicate that underwater volcanic 
activity was succeeded by eruptions above sea-level, eventually producing a volcanic 
island.  
 
Igneous activity is also apparent in the many Tertiary dykes which intrude across 
Manx shores, a legacy of another much later period of rifting in the crust which 
started the opening up of the Atlantic Ocean 65 million years ago. 
 
Carboniferous rocks of Dinantian age, overlain by Permo-Triassic deposits, have been 
detected in boreholes under the glacial and Holocene drift of the northern plain. 
However the Pleistocene blanket is thick and completely obscures the solid geology. 
It is important nevertheless in interpreting the more recent evolution of the Island 
and sections through the periglacial sediment that built up as the ice sheet which 
once completely covered the Isle of Man retreated northwards are very informative 
along more or less the whole of the northern coastline. 
 
 

Coastal sites of geological interest 
 
Almost any accessible part of the Manx coast that is not obscured by coastal 
defences, development or dense vegetation is likely to be of interest from a 
geological or geomorphological point of view, particularly in light of the relative lack 
of inland exposures. Much of the Ordovician, Carboniferous, Devonian and Silurian 
exposures are in well defined, often tall cliff sections, and the glaciated landscape of 
the northern plain displays some spectacular and classic coastal features, the origins 
of which have been the subject of much field research. As yet, no sites have been 
statutorily protected in the Isle of Man on grounds of their geological features alone, 
though several form part of Areas of Special Scientific Interest (ASSI) designated 
under the Wildlife Act 1990. For further information regarding ASSIs please refer to 
MMEA Chapter 3.7 (Marine and Coastal Conservation).  
 
Similarly, no Regionally Important Geodiversity Sites (RIGS), the non-statutory 
geological equivalent of Wildlife Sites, have yet been formally designated here, 
though they are well-established in other parts of the British Isles. However, criteria 
to enable selection of suitable sites were drawn up during the early planning stages 
of the Island’s Wildlife Sites System and have been reproduced in the current 
Handbook (Manx Wildlife Trust, 2007 – see Appendix 1). When the opportunity next 
arises to select a suite of RIGS, the process will resume under the umbrella of 
Wildlife Sites designation. 
 
Descriptions of key Manx sites noted for their geological or geological and biological 
importance is provided within the text below.  
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The following lists most of the better known coastal sites which have appeared in the 
more recent general guides to the geology of the Isle of Man (see selected 
bibliography). Those which are part of protected sites (Areas of Special Scientific 
Interest, Manx National Heritage land) or have been proposed as future RIGS are 
indicated as such. Throughout, reference is made to the British Geological Survey’s 
1:50 000 map of the solid and drift geology of the Isle of Man (2001) with the 
associated report Geology of the Isle of Man and its offshore area (Chadwick et al. 
2001). A fuller account of the geology of the offshore areas in the wider Irish Sea 
context can be found in Jackson et al. (1995). 
 
Figures 1 and 2 shows the distribution and location of these coastal RIG sites and 
ASSI designated sites, designated for their geological or geological and biological 
importance.  
 
For the purposes of this review, the sites are organised firstly by main geological 
period (oldest to youngest) and then in clockwise order around the coast, starting 
with eastern-most locations. 
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Figure 1. Sites of Geological Interest along the Manx coast - North. 

 
NB: Locations described within the Chapter text below. See also Appendix 3.  
GIS Shapefile and higher resolution maps may be available following consultation. 
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Figure 2. Sites of Geological Interest along the Manx coast - South. 

 
NB: Locations described within the Chapter text below. See also Appendix 3.  
GIS Shapefile and higher resolution maps may be available following consultation. 
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Ordovician – Manx Group 
 
Due to gaps in the available record of exposure and the very deformed nature of 
some of the units, interpretation of the Manx Group rocks at certain locations differs 
between geologists. For the purposes of this chapter and where appropriate, a 
distinction is made between the interpretation from each of two major sources, 
namely Chadwick et al. (2001) and Burnett and Quirk (2006). 
 
 

1. Port Lewaigue and Gob Ny Rona, SC468930 – 473930 
 
Protected as Manx National Heritage land under the Manx Museum and National 
Trust Act. Public access. 
 
Dark grey to black mudstones of the Barrule Formation outcrop to the west of the 
Gob Ny Rona promontory and at the head of Port Lewaigue beach. On the east side 
of Gob Ny Rona the rocks belong to the older Maughold Formation, which typically 
shows very thinly bedded (laminated) dark grey mudstone and siltstone with some 
sandstone layers. 
 
Igneous dykes cross the beach at Port Lewaigue and the end of the Gob Ny Rona 
promontory. 
 
Between Port Lewaigue and the southern end of Ramsey the base of the cliffs is of 
the Injebreck Formation, described by Ford et al (2001) as “slump breccias” and 
“laminated silty mudstones”. 
 
 

2. Maughold Brooghs to Maughold Head, SC476926 - 498913 
 
The coastal cliffs and heath are designated an ASSI on biodiversity grounds but 
include geological interest. All but a small parcel is Manx National Heritage land and 
there is public access via footpaths except to Maughold Lighthouse cliffs. 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS 
 
The coastal cliffs and small boulder-strewn beaches at their foot expose rocks of the 
Maughold Formation, which extends from Port-e-Vullen eastwards to Gob Ny Skey, 
where its meets the Creg Agneash Formation. The Maughold Formation typically 
consists of ‘pin-stripe’ lamination of alternating mudstone, siltstone and sandstone, 
whereas the Creg Agneash Formation is paler and dominated more by layers of 
sandstone. As with other rocks of this age (about 482 million years old), the 
exposures display the effects of tectonic forces in the earth’s crust by much folding, 
deformation and the presence of faults. 
 
The Maughold Formation originated from mud, sand and silt settling on to the floor 
of a deep sea in relatively quiet conditions, far from the source of the sediments 
(turbidites) carried away from the continental shelf by underwater avalanches. 
 
Minerals were mined along the Maughold coast in the past, particularly iron ore in 
the form of hematite. Evidence of 6th -7th century working of the ore has been found 
by analysis of a smelting site near Andreas, and iron ore was extracted in some 
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quantity during the heyday of the Manx mining industry in the 19th century. The 
most visible remains of this now defunct industry are several adit entrances along 
the coast near the foot of the cliffs and an old mine shaft at Maughold Head. 
 
 

3. Port Mooar, SC488910 – 493910 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
The coastal footpath provides access across private land south of Maughold village. 
 
Low lying rocks at the head of the beach on the north side of Port Mooar are gently 
folded thin-to medium-bedded sandstones and mudstones of the Ny Garvain Member 
of the Lonan Formation. They are crossed by easily accessible Tertiary dykes.  
 
At the inlet to the north of Port Mooar, an adit and the rusty remains of machinery 
indicate past mining activity associated with the hydrothermal vein carrying iron ore 
in the form of haematite.  
 
 

4. Dhoon Glen and Bay, SC462864 
 
Dhoon Glen is designated an ASSI on biodiversity grounds but includes geological 
interest at the seaward end. The southern side of the bay is Manx National Heritage 
land. There is public access to the beach and coastal brooghs via a footpath from the 
A2 Laxey to Ramsey road. 
 
Blocks of tilted Lonan Formation rocks (late Tremadoc – early Arenig series) outcrop 
on the shingle beach, showing the laminated sandstone, siltstone and mudstone 
typical of this group and indicating deposition of sediment in relatively quiet 
conditions, far from the source of marine avalanche flow (distal turbidites).  
 
Features either side of Dhoon Bay which are not publicly accessible include 
microgranite dykes, intruded during the Ordovician, about one kilometre north of 
Dhoon Bay. They are associated with the Dhoon granodiorite intrusion which forms 
the high ground inland at Slieau Ouyr, Slieau Lhean and Barony Hill. The SW – NE 
axis of the Dhoon anticline can be detected at Bulgham Bay to the south. 
 
 

5. Clay Head, SC440810 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS.  
 
The long-distance coastal path (Raad Ny Foillan) gives walking access to this 
headland, though not to the cliff exposures. 
 
Rocks of the sandstone dominated Santon Member of the Lonan Formation (Arenig 
series) form the cliffs here. The axis of the Douglas syncline, representing the 
earliest phase of folding in the Manx Group rocks, runs SW-NE across Clay Head to 
Braggan point. 
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There are also Quaternary glacial features on the cliff top here in the form of roche 
moutonees (elongate rock mounds rounded and worn smooth by the passage of ice) 
and glacial striae (grooves cut into rock by ice sheet action). 
 
 

6. Port Groudle, SC420782 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS 
 
Public access to the beach and sea cliffs across private land via footpaths and the 
Groudle Glen railway. 
 
Near vertical strata of the sandstone dominated Santon Member (Lonan Formation)  
are near the footpath on the headland on the south side of the bay and a hornblende 
rich diorite dyke intruded during the Devonian period crosses the nearby road and 
meets the coast at SC421779. 
 
 

7. Marine Drive (Port Soderick to Walberry Hill) 
SC347727 –371734 

 
Land to the south of Marine Drive between SC348728 and SC366730 is in the 
ownership of Manx National Heritage and is publicly accessible by footpath. Part of 
Marine Drive (between SC366732 and 373736) is closed to vehicles, making it easier 
and safer to view the cliff exposures into which the road has been cut. 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS 
 
Tall cliffs and steep coastal slopes of Lonan Formation rocks characterise this 
important linear site which is much visited by geologists. The pale to dark grey 
laminated or thinly bedded mudstone, siltstone and sandstone of the Lonan 
Formation is varied by paler sandstone dominated units at Keristal (Keristal Member), 
easily seen in the cliff from above Port Soderick, and in the Santon Member rocks 
between SC358730 and Douglas Harbour to the north-east.  
 
The effects of the Caledonian Orogeny (mountain building event) at the end of the 
Silurian/beginning of the Devonian periods are seen in the much folded and 
deformed strata along Marine Drive, particularly at Keristal, The Whing (SC354731- 
362731) and eastwards to Walberry Hill (SC371735). The thickly bedded sandstone 
of the Keristal Member is clearly different from the darker, thinner beds of the Lonan 
Formation as adjacent anticline and syncline (folds) on the east side of Keristal Bay. 
At The Whing, the exposures on the north side of the road show medium - to thick -
bedded quartz sandstones and wackes (muddy sandstones), dipping steeply and 
younging towards the north. At Walberry Hill, medium-bedded sandstones 
interleaved with thin-bedded mudstones appear in the Santon Member rocks, where 
evidence can also be found of the marine avalanche origin of the deposits in the 
form of flute casts, ripples and cross-lamination. 
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8. Baltic Rock to Santon Head, SC327702 – 332702 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
Public access along the coastal path. 
 
The type section for the Santon Member of the Lonan Formation is located here, 
characterised by medium - or thick-bedded light grey or light greenish greywacke 
with intervals of thinly bedded facies. Graptolite fossils, rare in the Manx Group but 
otherwise useful for dating Palaeozoic rocks, have been found at Baltic Rock and are 
deposited in the Manx National Heritage collections at the Manx Museum (see 
http://www.gov.im/mnh/heritage/museums/manxmuseum.xml for further 
information). Considered to be of Arenig age, these fossils were not well enough 
preserved to date the rocks accurately and acritarchs have proved to be more 
reliable in determining the biostratigraphic relationships of the Santon Member. 
 
 

9. The Chasms, SC188662 – 195662 
 
Part of the Meayll Peninsula landholdings of Manx National Heritage and publicly 
accessible with footpaths. 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS 
 
The pale sandstone rocks of the sea cliffs here are gradually splitting apart vertically 
and large blocks appear to be on the point of tipping forwards into the sea. Indeed, 
a recent rock fall into Bay Stacka onto the boulder-strewn tide line was a reminder of 
this ongoing geological process. Quite deep clefts to landward give the site its name 
and care is needed to negotiate the paths between them safely. Pale thin - to thick -
bedded sandstones of the Mull Hill Formation originate from sediment deposition as 
underwater avalanches swept material out through the mouth of a marine canyon. 
The beds visible in the vicinity of the Sugarloaf sea stack represent amongst the 
thickest bedded, most proximal parts of the Manx Group. The Mull Hill Formation is 
faulted against the Lonan Formation to the west in Bay Stacka. 
 
 

10. Spanish Head, SC180660-186658 
 
Part of Meayll Peninsula landholdings of Manx National Heritage. Publicly accessible 
and footpaths along cliff tops. 
 
Tall, near vertical cliffs of the Lonan Formation with metabasite (altered volcanic) 
dykes intruded during the Ordovician and faults visible from nearby high 
promontories. 
 
At SC181658 are the remains of a lintel quarry on the sea cliff, the rocks once 
exploited for the ease with which they split along near horizontal bedding planes to 
produce substantial flat blocks for use as door and window lintels. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gov.im/mnh/heritage/museums/manxmuseum.xml
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11. Calf of Man, centred on SC158656 
 
Part of Meayll Peninsula landholdings of Manx National Heritage and a bird 
observatory. Publicly accessible, but access restricted to paths during bird nesting 
season. 
 
Coastal exposures are of the Lonan Formation with metabasite dykes. A distinctive 
feature is the shallow valley and gullies running north-south through the middle of 
the island, thought to represent the surface expression of a fault. 
 
 

12. Gansey, SC213681 – 215685 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
Private land skirted by coastal footpath. 
 
Low lying rocks of the Lonan and Mull Hill Formations forming a bedrock platform on 
Gansey beach mark a post-glacial sea level maximum. The Manx Group rocks also 
show overturned fold structures with flute casts (“sand-filled remnants of drop-
shaped scoops sculpted out of the soft sea bed by the surging flow of the turbidity 
current” – Burnett and Quirk in Chiverrell and Thomas (eds). 2006) on some of the 
surfaces. 
 
 

13. Port Erin Bay, SC196692 – 193696 
 
Publicly accessible from beach and footpaths along promenade. 
 
The British Geological Survey map indicates the low cliff sections which outcrop at 
the north end of Port Erin beach as part of the Mull Hill and Lonan Formations, 
though Burnett and Quirk (in Chiverell and Thomas (ed). 2006) place them in the 
Port Erin Formation, with a type section at Traie Vane (SC195694). The rocks are 
thin-bedded sandstone/mudstone units interbedded with very thin layers of siltstone-
mudstone, consisting of more sandstone towards the north end of the beach. 
Mudstones and pebbly mudstones at Spaldrick are attributed to the Fleshwick Unit 
according to Burnett and Quirk, but this is not recognised in the BGS geological map 
of the Isle of Man which identifies the Maughold Formation here. South of Traie Veg 
(SC195692) rocks of the Lonan Formation are apparent as tightly folded and re-
folded laminated to thinly-bedded mudstone and siltstone. 
 
 

14. Bradda Head, c.SC186706 – 193696 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
Also a Manx Wildlife Site 
 
Between Bradda West and Milner Tower’s at Bradda Head itself is open public land 
providing vantage points for views across Port Erin Bay and southwards towards the 
Calf. The coastal footpath continues right round the headland and on to Fleshwick. 
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Mineral rich veins running through the Maughold Formation rocks, including one 
running right through from the north to the south side of the headland, were the 
source of copper and lead ores mined in these tall cliffs up until 1873. In its heyday, 
this was one of the major sites for winning metal ore in the Isle of Man. There are 
adits and shafts in the cliff face on the north side of the headland, with ruins of mine 
buildings towards the base of the cliff and much blue-green staining of the cliff faces 
from the weathering of copper ore. These features are only clearly visible from the 
sea. However, the entrances to two shafts with the remains of mine spoil 
surrounding them can still be seen on the top of the headland, though they must be 
approached with caution. 
 
 

15. Lynague beach/Ballanyre Strand, c.SC279870 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
Beach accessible by public footpath from Peel to Kirk Michael road. 
 
At the headland sea caves lead to the north end of Ballanyre Strand, where the cliffs 
show exposures of the Ladyport Formation, the uppermost sequence in the Manx 
Group which is constrained by faults against the Glen Dhoo Formation further inland. 
These beach exposures are slump breccias, broken rock debris in finer matrix, 
thought to be caused by mass underwater movement along the sea floor, though 
their origin and relationship to adjacent strata are unclear. 
 
 

16.  Fleshwick to Niarbyl,  SC220471- 2117773 
 
The section of coast between Fleshwick and Niarbyl: the exposures are very difficult 
to access so there are very likely features of geological significance but current 
knowledge is insufficient. 
 
 
 

Silurian – Niarbyl Formation 
 

17. Niarbyl, SC217773 – 211776 
 
The beach exposures at Niarbyl are part of the Dalby Coast ASSI, designated on 
grounds of its biodiversity and geodiversity interest. They are also protected as Manx 
National Heritage land and are publicly accessible via coastal paths from Niarbyl 
beach southwards to c.SC215771. 
 
A few metres to the north of the Niarbyl beach cottages, a quartz-filled fault line 
marks the juxtaposition of the Manx Group (Creggan Mooar Formation) of the 
Ordovician with the Niarbyl Formation (Dalby Group) of the Silurian Wenlock Series. 
Until recently, the latter was thought to be part of the Manx Group, but fossils found 
in 1997 in a quarry on Peel Hill to the north confirmed the sequence as Silurian in 
origin and some 50 million years younger. Like the Manx Group, rocks of the Niarbyl 
Formation comprise sandstones, siltstones and mudstones indicative of deposition in 
turbidity currents. However, flute casts and ripple marks show the direction of flow 
of these underwater avalanches to be southwards, from the northern hemisphere 
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continent of Laurentia at a time (428 – 423 million years ago) when tectonic 
movement was reducing the extent of the Iapetus Ocean and Laurentia and the 
southern continental mass of Avalonia were moving towards one another. As the 
Iapetus Ocean was extinguished, the Laurentian and Avalonian deposits were 
pushed up against each other in the Caledonian mountain building event. 
 
The Dalby Group consists of fine - medium-grained sandstones and silty mudstones, 
with rare, very thin-bedded hemipelagite, derived from fine organic particles settling 
on the sea floor in anoxic conditions. It is clearly different from the adjacent Manx 
Group rocks, which display much deformation in a shear zone running across the 
beach, with ‘fluid’ structures and, demonstrating the once ductile nature of the rocks 
at this contact.  A few metres further to the south, the Creggan Mooar Formation of 
the Manx Group shows distinctive <2cm thick ‘protocule’ beds, containing 
manganiferous carbonate ironstone, which weathers to a red or black colour. 
 
 

18. Glen Maye, SC225800 
 
Part of the Glen Maye ASSI, designated primarily for its biodiversity interest. The 
beach here is accessible via the Government owned wooded glen from Glen Maye 
village. 
 
The coastal rocks here are a continuation of the Niarbyl Formation with well exposed 
inclined folds in the cliff sections. 
 
Trials took place inland in the wooded part of Glen Maye in the 1850s and 1860s to 
explore prospects for mining of the lead-bearing veins occurring near the 
Silurian/Ordovician faulted boundary. 
 
 

19. Peel Hill and Peel Castle quarries, SC234838 - 242846 
 
Peel Castle Quarry (SC242846) is to the north of the castle and part of Manx National 
Heritage’s St Patrick’s Isle landholding. It is accessible from the footpath that runs 
around the outside of the castle walls.  
 
Traie Dullish Quarry is on the seaward side of Peel Hill at SC236840, but is not 
accessible to unauthorised persons. A quarry on a seaward facing slope at Thistle 
Head (SC234838) is similarly not open to casual visitors and is quite hazardous to 
reach on the narrow path cut into the steep coastal broogh. 
 
The suite of three quarries is a candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
These quarries are exposures at the northern end of the Niarbyl Formation 
sequence. Traie Dullish Quarry exhibits clearly the laminated hemipelagites 
characteristic of the Dalby Group and has yielded fossils of graptolites which were 
important in confirming the Silurian age of the Niarbyl Formation, as well as 
orthocone nautiloids. At Thistle Head, the underside of a vertical bed is exposed and 
is sculpted with flute casts, sediment filled ‘scoops’ in the sea floor formed by 
turbidity currents. The shape of the casts indicates current movement from north 
east to south west, further evidence of the northern continental origin and 
southward tectonic movement of the Silurian beds. 
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Most of the curtain wall around Peel Castle is constructed of Dalby Group stone, 
which probably came from the adjacent quarry on the north side of St Patrick’s Isle. 
There are clearly visible folds (synclines and anticlines) in the quarry wall towards 
the east side. 
 
 

Devonian – Peel Sandstone 
 
 

20. Creg Malin, SC250844 
 
The sea cliff and old quarry faces marking the eastern end of Peel promenade are 
easily and publicly accessible. Sections through the red sandstones typical of the Peel 
Group show successions of conglomerates, sandstones and siltstones characteristic 
of river deposits, the sediments becoming finer towards the tops of the beds. The 
depositional environment was probably semi-arid, with seasonal flash flooding and 
rapidly changing river courses. At Creg Malin, cross-bedding is visible in places, and 
gravelly sandstones fill channels scoured out by the river currents. 
 
For some time, the age of the Peel Group was a matter of speculation as no dateable 
fossils could be found. However, fossil spores have recently proved useful in settling 
on an early Devonian age (Crowley et al. 2009) which fits with palaeomagnetic 
evidence of where the Isle of Man lay at the time of the late Silurian/early Devonian 
(420 – 390 million years ago), at latitude 29 degrees south.  
 
Sandstone quarried from this site was used in the past for building and is evident at 
Peel Castle in the round tower, gatehouse and adjacent wall and some of the 
window and arch frames of the old St German’s Cathedral. There are also still some 
town houses built of the stone, though it proved not to be as durable as desired and 
red sandstone from Cumbria had to be imported to make stronger window surrounds 
in the Castle cathedral.  
 
 

21. Peel old swimming pool (Trai Managh) to The Stack, SC251845 – 
254850 

 
Exposures accessible with care from coastal cliff-top footpath over Peel 
Commissioners land. 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
The exposures along this stretch of coast reveal various structures which help to 
characterise and interpret the Peel Sandstone, such as desiccation cracks, cross 
lamination, ripple marks, scour and fill structures, erosion surfaces and calcrete 
hardened sandstone. 
 

22. White Strand to Will’s Strand, SC280871 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS 
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White Strand is accessible from the coastal footpath and via a footpath from the 
coast road to Kirk Michael. However, most of the structures are only fully visible at 
low tide, so attention to personal safety is necessary when visiting the site. 
 
A range of structures on the beach and low cliffs enables interpretation of the high 
energy fluvial depositional environment of the Peel Group at this location. From the 
massive sandstones at the south west end of Whitestrand beach to the boundary 
fault at Will’s Strand, the deposits show various conglomerates, breccias, gravelly 
sandstones, mudstones, and slump structures, the latter particularly as Will’s Strand 
is approached. Slump folds indicate that the alluvial sandstones in this area were 
unstable, perhaps due to nearby earthquake activity. At SC269861, the sandstone is 
pushed up against the Manx Group, with increasing signs of deformation. To the east 
of the fault, crumpled and baked Manx Group rocks and a dolerite intrusion signal 
the disruption caused by tectonic movements. 
 
 

Carboniferous Limestone 
 

23. Cass-Ny-Hawin, SC298692 
 
Candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
Technically on private land, but the public coastal footpath runs very close to the cliff 
edge and it is possible to obtain a distant view the rocks on either side of the Santon 
gorge from the opposite side. 
 
Ordovician Manx Group rocks meet Carboniferous Limestone of the Derbyhaven 
Formation here, at the mouth of the Santon Burn. The limestone beds tilt against the 
Ordovician strata along the boundary fault. In the intertidal zone of the west side of 
the gorge run Ordovician age igneous dyke which probably pushed through 
surrounding shallow-buried sediment before it became rock and is irregularly shaped 
as a result. Well-exposed trace fossils are also present, marking the passage of 
organisms as they burrowed through the sea-bed sediment. 
 

24. Langness, SC283652 – 280677 
 
Protected by ASSI designation for biodiversity and geodiversity interest. Includes 
Manx National Heritage land at St Michael’s Isle (centre: SC296674). Otherwise 
private land, including a golf course. Access to much of this tombolo is via public or 
permissive footpaths. St Michael’s Isle is freely accessible except for the interior of 
the historic chapel and fort. Permission from the landowner may be needed to reach 
some features, e.g. the basal conglomerate beds. 
 
The eastern side of Langness comprises Manx Group rocks of the Lonan Formation, 
with a number of metabasite dykes intruded during the Ordovician/Silurian. On the 
west side is an exposure of the base of the Carboniferous which overlies the steeply 
tilted Manx Group rocks at an obvious unconformity, representing a gap in the 
geological record on the Island of around 130 million years. This is the Langness 
Conglomerate Formation. The type section at SC281652 includes an arch at the head 
of the beach, much visited by student and amateur geologists. Here fluvial deposits 
of breccias, conglomerates and sandstone indicate debris flows in flash flooding 
events in an arid environment. Manx Group clasts (rock debris) are present in the 
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lower beds indicating that these rocks formed the land surface at the time of 
deposition of the conglomerate and were subject to the erosion processes that 
formed it. The beds contain more sandstone towards the top of the formation 
suggesting incursion by seawater which reworked the deposits and preceded the 
deposition of limestone in a marine environment.  
 
North of the basal conglomerate on Langness and round to the north east towards 
Turkeyland Quarry, limestones of the Derbyhaven Formation become evident in the 
coastal exposures. Differences in composition within the Formation, indicating 
changes in sea depth affecting sediment deposition, are recognised in the 
Turkeyland, Sandwick and Skillicore Members, all of which occur on Langness, 
although the sequence is somewhat broken by faults and dykes. Fossils occur in the 
limestone, such as crinoid debris and microscopic foraminifera of the Sandwick 
Member.  
 
In the past, copper was mined from the hydrothermal veins crossing parts of 
Langness and adit entrances are still discernable towards the southern end of the 
site. 
 

25. Castletown Beach, SC258665 - 266673 
 
Most of the rocky beach south west of Castletown is made up of limestone of the 
Knockrushen Formation. Fine grained and rich in fossils, the rock was formed from 
carbonate mud, the product of grinding action of waves on shells of marine animals. 
However, the beds were probably laid down in a relatively quiet tropical lagoon, 
protected from the open sea by a reef formed by marine algae (rather than corals). 
Where not covered with seaweeds, the beach rocks reveal fossil corals, crinoids (sea 
lilies) and brachiopods.  
 
Towards the southern end of the beach, the Knockrushen Formation is replaced by 
the Hodderense Limestone Formation, fine grained and interbedded with very thin 
mudstone deposits. Some of the beds contain fragments of fossils such as crinoids, 
gastropods, sponges, trilobites and ammonoids and in places there are nodules of 
limestone and chert. The evidence suggests that the deposits were laid down in a 
deeper water environment than that of the Knockrushen Formation. 
 

26. Scarlett to Close ny Chollagh, SC258667 - 245671 
 
The area around Scarlett Point is a candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
Public access is via the coastal path or, with care, along the rocky shore at low tide. 
Much of the limestone geology can be seen this way, but the volcanic features some 
metres seaward of the path are on private land and permission from the landowner 
is needed to study them at close quarters. 
 
Beneath the coastguard hut at Scarlett Point, exposures of the Bowland Shale 
Formation (BGS map) lie in flat or gently folded beds. Pale grey limestone originating 
from deposition in a deep marine environment alternates with dark grey mudstone 
representing episodes of deposition in oxygen starved conditions. A sequence of 
these beds is clearly seen and, at low tide, an ancient sea floor is revealed as a 
tabular platform, exposed by erosion. Fossils at this location include goniatites and 
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crinoid debris. Towards the boundaries with the dark claystone layers, the limestone 
becomes dolomitised, giving it brown, grainy appearance. 
 
On the eastern side of Scarlett Point, remains of the once thriving lime producing 
industry can be seen in old lime kilns. The water-filled quarry landward of the coastal 
path is a legacy of the extraction of building stone for much of Castletown and the 
surrounding area. 
 
The sea stack at Scarlett Point and coast westwards towards Close Ny Chollagh, 
expose characteristic evidence of volcanic interval at the end of the Lower 
Carboniferous. Agglomerates and basalts make up the Scarlett Volcanic Member (ref. 
BGS; Scarlet Volcanic Formation according to Dickson et al.) At the western end of 
the sequence underwater eruption features are evident in pillow lava (emissions from 
volcanic vents cooled quickly by seawater solidifying into mounds of pillow-shaped 
structures), volcanic ash with limestone and basalt clasts, and blocky lava on top of 
limestone and mudstone beds baked by the heat. From the volcaniclastic nature of 
some of the agglomerate (fragments of rock in a finer matrix), the eruption also 
appears to have been explosive for a while, gassy magma blown apart as it reached 
the surface. Eastwards, back towards Scarlett Point, walls of basalt rise along the 
coast and suggest that the volcano had by this time risen above the sea surface as 
an island and lava was able to flow down its slopes. At Scarlett Point itself, the sea 
stack is composed of columnar-jointed basalt, probably the remains of a lava plug in 
the vent of the volcano. 
 
Though not fully accessible to the public, some of the volcanic structures, such as 
the sea stack, are visible from the footpath, and this turbulent episode in the Island’s 
geological history is interpreted in the nearby visitor centre run by the Manx Wildlife 
Trust. Scarlett is consequently well known and valued as a site of local geological 
significance, not just by the earth sciences fraternity, but also by the wider public. 
 
 

27. Poyllvaaish coast, SC245671 – 235687 
 
Part ASSI, designated principally on grounds of biodiversity, but geology also 
recognised. Coast is accessible along long distance path and with care along the 
rocky beach at low tide. The land is otherwise private. 
 
Also candidate Manx RIGS. 
 
Limestone exposures resume west of Close Ny Chollagh with the BGS mapped 
Bowland Shale Formation (the upper part of the Close Ny Chollagh Formaton 
according to Dickson et al.). At Black Marble Quarry (SC245672), the muddy 
limestones have been heated and recrystallised, possibly by intrusive dykes or the 
nearby volcanic activity to form a dark rock, known locally as ‘black marble’, that can 
be cut and polished for ornamental use in mantelpieces, tombstones etc. The beds 
contain fossils of ammonoids and bivalves which sometimes add extra decoration to 
the polished rock. At the time of writing, the quarry is still periodically producing 
stone. 
 
To the north of Poyllvaaish Farm, thin beds of limestone and mudstone are 
interrupted and overlain by algal reef limestone, the whole probably representing 
storm washed debris against the reefs which now show clearly as lighter coloured 
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structures on the beach. This is part of the Bowland Shale Formation, referred to as 
the Poyllvaaish Formation by Dickson et al. It is overlain at Poyllvaaish Farm by 
muddy limestone containing pieces of broken, paler limestone, suggesting collapse of 
a reef into the lagoon mud. Fossil corals and ammonoids can be found here. 
 
The Bowland Shale overlies the Balladoole Formation which outcrops further north 
towards Fishers Hill and to the east of Scarlett Point. The Balladoole Formation 
limestone, probably originating as algal reefs, is here altered by dolomitisation 
around quartz veins (by substitution of magnesium for some of the calcium in 
calcium carbonate to form calcium magnesium carbonate, or dolomite). It is faulted 
against the younger Knock Rushen Formation which forms the eastern side of Bay 
Ny Carrickey beach and is cut by much younger intrusive igneous dykes. 
 
A recently described and unusual sphalerite-bearing breccia is located on the 
Poyllvaaish coast (Shelton et al. 2011). 
 
 

28. Kallow Point, SC206671 – 212673 
 
Includes the Port St Mary Ledges and Kallow Point ASSI, designated mainly for its 
biodiversity interest but also referring to the geological interest. 
 
A candidate Manx RIGS (Port St Mary). 
 
Access to the headland and onto the beach areas is across public open space from a 
road and coastal footpath. 
 
At Kallow Point, near horizontal beds of the Knock Rushen Formation consist of thick, 
fine-grained carbonate mudstone, containing fossil corals, brachiopods, bryozoa and 
crinoids. The fossilised remains of animal burrows contribute to evidence that this 
was once the floor of a tropical sea at a time when the deposits which now make up 
the Isle of Man were situated near the equator. Ancient ripple marks and overturned 
brachiopods indicate deposition in a storm wave-disturbed lagoon. The Knock 
Rushen Formation is faulted against Manx Group rocks on either side of the Kallow 
Point peninsula and is thus an outlier of the Carboniferous which dominates the 
eastern side of Bay Ny Carrickey.  
 

Quaternary and Holocene 
 
By their very nature, the coastal glacial deposits of the Island’s northern plain are 
susceptible to erosion and relatively rapid change, especially on the north-west 
coast. Though features can easily be lost to the elements, some erosion is conversely 
useful in revealing geomorphological structures and adding to scientific knowledge 
about the processes at work as the Island emerged from the last ice age. It is 
therefore important to recognise that scientific value potentially lies in any section of 
the ‘soft sediment’ coastline. For this reason, the Quaternary is approached here 
under the general headings of East Coast and West Coast. 
 

29. East coast: Point of Ayre to Ramsey north beach, NX466051 -
SC451961 

 
Part of candidate Manx RIGS (‘Northern Plain’). 
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Access via public footpaths from the coast road is possible in very few places. 
Otherwise, the cliff sections can only be reached by the long distance footpath 
(‘Raad Ny Foillan’) along the beach. 
 
Recent Holocene sand and gravel beach ridge deposits at the Point of Ayre give way 
at Phurt (NX468027) to coastal exposures of the Quaternary ice margin deposits of 
the Orrisdale Formation, comprising sand, gravel, mud and diamicton. The layers are 
contorted, a legacy of frost heave in the seasonally frozen ground of the Devensian 
ice age, and contain frost-shattered stones in outwash gravels coming off the ice 
sheet. 
 
At Shellag Point, an impressively thick section of the older Shellag Formation marks 
the eastern end of the Bride Hills, which are moraine deposits left behind by an ice 
sheet around 16,000 years ago. At its maximum extent, this ice sheet connected the 
Bride moraine with those in eastern Ireland and the Cumbrian St Bees Moraine. The 
80 metre high sea cliff shows steeply inclined outwash sands and thin diamict beds 
and fold structures which are disrupted by thrust faults, probably the result of forces 
pushing against frozen sediment. 
 
A short footpath from the coast road leads down to the beach at Dog Mills 
(SC453977) where the low cliff consists of sediments laid down in a meltwater lake 
at the margin of the ice sheet. Part of the Orrisdale Formation, these laminated 
sands, silts and clays show deformation such as sandy lobes extending down into 
lower layers. There are also microscopic fossil foraminifera to be found, though 
whether these are in situ or derived from other localities is still a matter of 
conjecture. 
 
To the south of Ramsey, an eroding cliff section at Ballure Glen shows a sequence of 
glacial deposits at c.SC460934, containing rock fragments transported by the ice 
sheet from locations to the north of the Isle of Man, alternating with locally 
deposited debris from solifluction action in the Manx uplands. This site is already 
compromised by proposed cliff stabilisation works just beneath the Manx Electric 
Railway. 
 
 

30. West coast: Gob Ny Creggan Glassey to Point of Ayre, SC297888 - 
466051 

 
Biodiversity ASSI are located at Cronk-y-Bing (SC377016 – 384020), and at The 
Ayres (NX405033 – 450045) which is also a National Nature Reserve. 
 
Part of candidate Manx RIGS (‘Northern Plain’). 
 
Both ASSI are publicly accessible; Cronk-y-Bing is a Manx Wildlife Trust reserve and 
The Ayres is on land owned by the Isle of Man Government Department of 
Environment, Food and Agriculture (DEFA) and Manx National Heritage. The seaward 
end of Glen Wyllin is reached by the access road through the Government owned 
glen. The remainder of the west coast is accessible in several places from footpaths 
down to the shore, but the land above high water mark is otherwise private and 
some sections can only be reached by walking along the beach at low or mid-tide. 
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At both Glen Mooar (SC302893) and Glen Wyllin (SC309906), present day streams 
cut through alluvial fan gravels of the Ballaugh Formation, which in turn overlie the 
ice margin deposits of the Orrisdale Formation, though rock armour obscures part of 
the section to the south of the emergence of the watercourse onto Glen Wyllin 
beach. Shells of marine molluscs can be found in the lower sandy deposits, probably 
scooped up from the northern Irish Sea area by the ice sheet. The thick section 
opposite the car park at Glen Mooar shows layers of different types of till derived 
from the ice sheet, solifluction debris and frost-shattered Manx Group debris.  
 
Kettle holes filled with Chara marl (lake mud of plant origin) can be seen in the 
upper sections of the cliff about 100 metres to the north of Glen Wyllin. Bones of 
Giant Deer Megaloceros giganteus have been found in them from time to time. 

Thick, laminated muddy ice margin deposits between beach access points at The 
Cronk and Sartfield (SC336961 – 352996) are from the younger Jurby Formation. 
This originated in a pro-glacial lake which lay between the ice sheet and the scarp of 
the Manx Group hills to the south and extended east-west across the plain. It 
contains dropstones, debris relinquished from melting icebergs. 

North of Sartfield, the coast becomes fronted by modern sand dunes, behind which 
continue the muddy tills and ice marginal moraines of the Jurby Formation. Along the 
northernmost coast, these broaden out into the Holocene Point of Ayre Formation. 
Here, a fossil raised cliff line, a legacy of a time when sea-level was higher, stands at 
the back of the fixed dunes and coastal heath of The Ayres from Blue Point 
(NX393025 – 467026). Material eroded from the western coast of the plain has been 
transported north-eastwards by the sea and deposited on the Ayres beach, building a 
series of shingle and gravel ridges and trapping wind-blown sand in dunes. At the 
Point of Ayre, the shingle beach yields a mix of derived stones, such as flint from the 
chalk sea floor north-east of Ireland and granites and sandstones from the Southern 
Uplands of Scotland. These come from erosion of ice age moraines on the sea floor 
to the north of the Island and transport of material to the modern beaches by 
longshore drift. 
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Sensitivity of coastal geodiversity sites 
 
The most sensitive geological coastal sites are likely those along the soft sediment 
coasts of the northern plain. The extensive and for the most part accessible sections 
through a wide variety of sediment types provide a window on the Island’s 
emergence from the last ice age and continuing coastal geomorphological processes 
and are of considerable educational and scientific value.  
 
Potential threats to geodiversity may be summarised as: 
 

 Sea level rise and increased storm events due to climate change, leading to 
accelerated erosion of soft sediment cliffs 

 Coastal defences e.g. rock armour obscuring cliff sections  
 Coastal defences leading indirectly to increased erosion outside the protected 

area 

 Invasive leisure pursuits, particularly off-road vehicles 
 Fire in sand dunes causing uncontrolled blow-outs and loss of natural beach 

protection 
 Coastal development, though less of a threat than it might be due to current 

planning controls 

 Infill  
 Aggregate extraction 
 Infrastructure projects: pipelines, cables coming ashore 
 Disruption of sediment flows in longshore drift which replenishes the Ayres 

beaches 
 
Conversely, periodic refreshing of sections by natural processes e.g. landslip, streams 
draining through gullies or even machine-cut sections is often welcomed by earth 
scientists as a fresh opportunity to examine more evidence of the glacial and post 
glacial environment. Clearly the picture is a complicated one and the treatment of 
these coastlines requires informed and pragmatic judgement. 
 
Though less easily susceptible to natural processes, the resilience of hard rock coasts 
should not always be presumed. The threats to scientifically or educationally 
important exposures include: 
 

 Coastal development 
 Sea defences: parts of the Carboniferous south coast are subject to storm 

damage and erosion of the drift capping the rocks, leading to calls for sea 
wall or other defensive construction 

 Public safety works: rock ‘cleaning’ and containment under netting, removal 
of unstable features 

 Rock fall debris obscuring rock faces 

 Infrastructure development: roads, cables, pipelines 
 Quarrying 
 Mine engineering safety works  
 Infill, including fly-tipping 
 Vandalism 
 Irresponsible fossil collecting 
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Initial considerations for future marine 
development 
 
This section serves as an initial guide and relevance will vary greatly depending on 
the nature of any proposed development, area of a development, and footprint. 
Therefore the following summary does not remove any requirements from a 
potential developer to consider effects, and carry out appropriate assessment.   
 
Mitigation against adverse effects on geodiversity sites may be achieved by: 
 

 Awareness of the significance of geodiversity sites is the first and most 
important step and allows early planning to avoid these sites altogether or to 
minimise unnecessary damage to exposures 

 

 Sensitive engineering solutions to coastal defences – adoption of best 
practice used in equivalent circumstances elsewhere 

 

 Monitoring for illegal activity e.g. fly-tipping or vandalism, and taking 
measures to discourage such activity 

 
 Enforcement of development control measures by the Department of 

Infrastructure as advised by earth scientists  
 

 Restoration, education, interpretation. The experience of the Regionally 
Important Geodiversity Sites (RIGS) movement is useful in this respect 

 

 Sensitive engineering solutions to disused mine safety to allow periodic 
access where desirable and practicable and to minimise damage to 
surrounding features 
 

 Early stakeholder engagement: consultation with Government departments 
and NGOs is essential. Discussion of both the geodiversity and biodiversity 
issues are necessary 
 

Manx National Heritage (MNH) maintains a record of geological sites in the Isle of 
Man and publications relating to Manx earth science interests. MNH will comment on 
developments which are likely to affect terrestrial sites of geodiversity interest as 
these fall within MNH’s statutory remit to protect and promote the natural and 
cultural heritage of the Island. For further information regarding the role of MNH 
refer to MMEA Chapter 5.1 (Marine & Coastal Historic Environment). 
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Data and Information Availability 
 
Information and data relating to Manx geology has been identified from the 
following: 
 

- Published information including charts, maps, reports and peer-reviewed 
scientific papers 

- Legacy BGS geophysical data, comprising bathymetry, shallow penetration 
seismic and seabed reflectivity data 

- Legacy BGS Rock and sediment samples 
- Student research projects (BSc, MSc, PhD) from Centre for Manx Studies 
- Student research projects (BSc, MSc, PhD) from the now closed Port Erin 

Marine Laboratory 
- BODC 
- Department of Infrastructure – i.e. retained Environmental Impact 

Assessment Reports and Survey reports 
- Department of Environment, Food and Agriculture – Fisheries survey vessel 

data  
- Offshore developers – may retain rights to data  
- Isle of Man History and Antiquarian Reports  
- Port Erin Marine Laboratory Reports  
- Local residents with side-scan sonar equipment attached to recreational 

vessels 
 

Offshore Sediments are a key physical determinant forming underwater habitats and 
influencing marine ecological communities.  
 
Borehole samples and borehole logs 
Manx National Heritage holds in store a small collection of borehole cores and 
borehole log data from the Isle of Man Government and a number of exploration 
companies. (NB: There is as yet no separate catalogue of this material. Application 
may be made to MNH to carry out a data search if required). 
 
 

Confidence and Knowledge Gaps 
 
Considerable information on Manx geology is currently available, however, given the 
short scope to produce this initial document this has not all been incorporated nor 
summarised here. Instead we provide an initial baseline document to provide an 
opportunity for new information to be added, as it becomes available.   
 
Similarly, potential sources of geological information are known to exist across the 
Isle of Man Government Departments and externally; thus such additional 
information may be later added when older references are identified. 
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Initial Recommendations 
 
Geophysical data collection and availability for decision makers. 
 
Data accessibility & dissemination – improvements between Departments, non-
governmental organisations and groups, industry and the general public both locally 
and wider Irish Sea. 
 
Shared GIS and data management – improvements on the Island, capacity and 
skills building. Greater links maintained to share knowledge and technical skills with 
neighbouring jurisdictions. 
 
Shared survey effort 
Considering the expense of offshore survey work, it is worth noting that very often 
information collected for one purpose is likely to be of high value for another. For 
example, site investigation and survey work for marine and history, or biological 
interests may hold a wealth of information regarding geological features. 
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Appendix 1: extract from Manx Wildlife Sites Handbook (Manx Wildlife 
Trust, ed. 2007). 

 
Top 40 Geological Sites in the Isle of Man (potential 
Regionally Important Geodiversity Sites). 
 
Locality      Main issues 
 
Langness     access, collectors 
Scarlett      
Northern plain     sea erosion, access, infill 
Baltic Rock     collectors (too late) 
Niarbyl      
Bradda Head     danger, sea erosion 
Peel Hill quarries & Peel Castle Quarry collectors, danger 
White Strand – Wills Strand   access, danger 
Granite Mountain    access, infill 
Oatland Quarry    infill (too late), access 
Peel Swimming Pool stack   building, danger, vandalism 
Black Marble Quarry (Poyllvaaish)  access 
Port Mooar     storm debris 
Maughold Head – Maughold Lighhouse access, danger 
Lynague Beach – Gob Ny Creggan Glassey access, danger, sea erosion 
Poyllvaaish     infill, storm debris 
Marine Drive     access, danger 
Ramsey – Port e Vullen   storm debris 
Groudle Bay      
Clay Head     access, danger 
Port St Mary     collectors 
Gansey Beach     storm debris, collectors 
Billown Quarry     access, infill 
Chasms     danger 
Poortown Quarry    access 
Laxey Mines     access, danger 
Foxdale Mines     access, danger 
Dhoon Quarry     access, infill, vegetation 
Round Table Quarry     access 
Cass-Ny-Hawin     
Cronk Sumark      
Glen Rushen Mines    erosion 
 
Borehole logs and well log data  storage, access 
Geophysical data    confidentiality 
 
 
NB: For criteria for selection of RIGS, see Manx Wildlife Sites Handbook, p57 – 61. 
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Appendix 2. Islands of the Isle of Man 
 

Islands: 

 Isle of Man population - 80,056 (2006 Census) 
 Calf of Man population - 2 (2006 Census) 
 St Michael's Isle, or Fort Island (connected to the mainland by a causeway) 
 St Patrick's Isle (connected to the mainland by a causeway) 

Islets: 

 Kitterland 
 St Mary's Isle, or Conister Rock 
 Chicken Rock (or Chicken's Rock) 

Other coastal features: 

 The Stack (Calf of Man) 
 Yn Burroo (Calf of Man) 
 Spanish Head Cliffs 
 The Stack (The Chasms) 
 The Anvil (The Chasms) 
 The Sugarloaf Rock 
 Maughold Head & Brooghs 
 Cor Stack (Maughold) 
 Stack Mooar (Maughold) 
 The Stack (Peel) 
 Niarbyl Rocks (Niarbyl) 
 Creg Harlot (Bradda Head) 
 Llheeah-Rio (Castletown Bay) 
 Thousla Rock (The Sound) 
 The Cletts (Manx for rocks) (Calf of Man) 
 Gansey Point Rocks Gansey from Gansey Point 
 The Carrick (Bay ny Carricky Map) 
 Black Rocks, Gansey (Carrick Bay) 
 The Stack (Scarlett Point) 
 Crab Island (Castletown Bay) 
 Langness Point rocks 
 Derbyhaven Bay rocks and breakwater 
 The Clett (Clay Head) 
 Skeirrip (Laxey Head) 

Former islands: 

 Langness (Population - c. 30). 

 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isle_of_Man
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calf_of_Man
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Michael%27s_Isle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Patrick%27s_Isle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kitterland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Mary%27s_Isle_(Conister_Rocks_or_Tower_of_Refuge)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicken_Rock
http://www.manxscenes.com/July%2003/Calf1.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calf_of_Man
http://www.gov.im/mnh/heritage/countryside/sound/visitingcalf.xml
http://www.gov.im/mnh/heritage/countryside/sound/visitingcalf.xml
http://www.manxscenes.com/01&2/July/Sugarloaf%20Rock.htm
http://www.gov.im/mnh/heritage/countryside/
http://www.gov.im/mnh/heritage/countryside/niarbyl.xml
http://www.manxscenes.com/01&2/Sep/Gansey%20Bay.htm
http://www.streetmap.co.uk/newmap.srf?x=222640&y=467800&z=3&sv=222640,467800&st=4&ar=Y&mapp=newmap.srf&searchp=newsearch.srf&ax=222640&ay=467800
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Island
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Langness_Peninsula
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Appendix 3. Sites of Geological Interest along the Manx coast, as 
described within the Chapter.   

site location designation other OSGB 

1 Port Lewaigue MNH Land * SC468930 

1 Gob Ny Rona MNH Land * SC473930 

2 Maughold Brooghs ASSI inc.MNH Land Candidate Manx RIGS SC476926 

2 Maughold Head ASSI inc.MNH Land Candidate Manx RIGS  SC498913 

3 Port Mooar (start) * Candidate Manx RIGS SC488910 

3 Port Mooar (end) * Candidate Manx RIGS SC493910 

4 Dhoon Glen & Bay ASSI inc.MNH Land * SC462864 

5 Clay Head * Candidate Manx RIGS SC440810 

6 Port Groudle * Candidate Manx RIGS SC420782 

7 Marine Drive (Port Soderick) * Candidate Manx RIGS SC347727 

7 Marine Drive (Wallberry Hill) * Candidate Manx RIGS SC371734 

8 Baltic Rock * Candidate Manx RIGS SC327702 

8 Santon Head * Candidate Manx RIGS SC332702 

9 The Chasms (start) * 
Candidate Manx RIGS  
inc.MNH Land SC188662 

9 The Chasms (end) * 
Candidate Manx RIGS  
inc.MNH Land SC195662 

10 Spanish Head (start) MNH Land * SC180660 

10 Spanish Head (end) MNH Land * SC186658 

11 Calf of Man (centered) MNH Land * SC158656 

12 Gansey (start) * Candidate Manx RIGS SC213681 

12 Gansey (end) * Candidate Manx RIGS SC215685 

13 Port Erin Bay (start) * * SC196692 

13 Port Erin Bay (end) * * SC193696 

14 Bradda Head (start) Wildlife Site Candidate Manx RIGS SC186706 

14 Bradda Head (end) Wildlife Site Candidate Manx RIGS SC193696 

15 Lynague beach/Ballanyre Strand * Candidate Manx RIGS SC279870 

16 Fleshwick      SC220148 

16 Niarbyl     SC217773 

17 Niarbyl (start) ASSI inc. MNH Land * SC217773 

17 Niarbyl (end) ASSI inc. MNH Land * SC211776 

18 Glen Maye ASSI inc. DEFA Land * SC225800 

19 Peel Hill inc. MNH Land * SC234838 

19 Peel Castle quarries * Candidate Manx RIGS SC242846 

20 Creg Malin * * SC250844 

21 Peel old swim pool * Candidate Manx RIGS SC251845 

21 The Stack * Candidate Manx RIGS SC254850 

22 White Strand to Will's Strand * Candidate Manx RIGS SC280871 

23 Cass-Ny-Hawin * Candidate Manx RIGS SC298692 

24 Langness (start) ASSI inc. MNH Land * SC283652 

24 Langness (end) ASSI inc. MNH Land * SC280677 

25 Castletown Beach (start) * * SC258665 

25 Castletown Beach (end) * * SC266673 

26 Scarlett to Close ny Challagh (start) * Candidate Manx RIGS SC258667 

26 Scarlett to Close ny Challagh (end) * * SC245671 

27 Poyllvaaish coast (start) Part ASSI Candidate Manx RIGS SC245671 

27 Poyllvaaish coast (end) Part ASSI Candidate Manx RIGS SC235687 

28 Kallow Point (start) ASSI Candidate Manx RIGS SC206671 

28 Kallow Point (end) ASSI Candidate Manx RIGS SC212673 

29 East: Point of Ayre * 
part of candidate RIGS 
 ('Northern Plain') NX466051 

29 East: Ramsey North Beach * 
part of candidate RIGS 
 ('Northern Plain') SC451961 

30 West: Gob Ny Creggan Glassey 

ASSI/ NNR/  
Wildlife Trust Reserve/  
DEFA  & MNH Land 

part of candidate RIGS  
('Northern Plain') SC297888 

30 West: Point of Ayre 

ASSI/ NNR/  
Wildlife Trust Reserve/  
DEFA  & MNH Land 

part of candidate RIGS  
('Northern Plain') SC466051 

 


